
ABOUT US

KeyHelp became an outstanding company in the field of aiding
search and rescue services in a short amount of time. The company
is first in the world to use drones and applications to support
search and rescue operations. It was only possible by successfully
harnessing the power of knowledge, technology and innovation,
which KeyHelp achieved.
Good ideas come up when experience and creativity meet a noble
cause. This is exactly what happened at KeyHelp - a company
created and run by motivated, open-minded people with experience
in technology who dream of making the world a better
place. Thanks to thorough research on the search and rescue pro-
cess,
KeyHelp tailored its complex solutions to meet the needs of
search and rescue organizations.
We offer the possibilities given by combining a specialized applica-
tion
and a smart drone. With those useful tools in their hands,
the search and rescue teams are sure to go straight for the prize
to efficiently safe lives of lost people.



UAV PRODUCTS

Tiguar C 
a new drone made by uAvionics with the wingspan of 4.1m 

dedicated to civil applications.

Margray 
the new unmanned multirotor system, designed for a wide 
range of inspections starting with buildings, road and rail 

infrastructure, to electrical and heat networks.

KeyHelp Drone 
It is a basic quadcopter which is also multiplatform . You can 

use it with all ours modules

KeyHelp Drone Pro
It is a basic octocopter compatible with all ours modules with 
increased flying time and range for longest operation. It also 

can carry to 20 kg.



UAV MODULES

RESCUE MODULE
  - Thermovision or/and 30x zoom sensor
  - Long range FPV and radios receiver
  - 2 axis gimbal 

COST GUARD MODULE
  - Rescue ring 
  - FPV camera

AMBULANCE MODULE
  - AED                       - Speeker with controller
  - FPV camera           - Long range FPV

INSPECTION MODULE
  - Thermovision or/and 30x zoom sensor 
  - 2 axis gimbal

GEOMAPPING MODULE
  - FPV camera
  - LIDAR sensor with controller

KeyHelp App. - was designed to simplify rescuers life. We optimazed all routine 
jobs, which detain the start of every rescue operation.
With it, you can see your rescue teams in terrain, their position, what have found, 
their view range, you can easily edit their current search zones and add new ones.


